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Executive summary 
This report summarises over 7,000 pieces of feedback received by the He Waka Eke Noa Partnership 
throughout its engagement with farmers1 from 8 February to 27 March 2022. 

Feedback has been received through three different channels – Beef + Lamb New Zealand (B+LNZ) 
and DairyNZ engagement events, He Waka Eke Noa online survey or direct email, and other He Waka 
Eke Noa Partners including Dairy Companies of New Zealand (DCANZ), Deer Industry New Zealand 
(DINZ), Federated Farmers of New Zealand, Foundation for Arable Research (FAR), Horticulture New 
Zealand (HortNZ) and Te Aukaha (Federation of Māori Authorities (FOMA)). 

Preferred pricing option 

Across the majority2 of feedback received, of the options presented, farmers preferred a farm-level 
pricing system. Farmers stated that this gave them control to manage their own farm business and 
individual emissions profile.  

Farmers were uncertain about what pathway should be taken to reach a farm-level pricing system. Of 
those that expressed a preference, 48.7% prefer moving immediately to farm-level pricing in 2025, 
while 34.2% supported a gradual transition to farm-level from a processor-level system. 

Farmers acknowledged the size of the challenge to get the farm-level system established and 
operational by 2025. 

Farmers that supported farm-level pricing in 2025 were opposed to setting up two systems and 
expressed concern about the duplication of effort and wasted investment.   

Farmers that supported a transition to farm-level over time, stated that initially pricing at processor-
level and transitioning to farm-level would give the primary sector more time to ensure farmers are 
supported through the farm-level pricing process. 

Major themes and considerations 
Most farmers emphasised that the primary sector in New Zealand must remain productive, 
profitable, resilient, and internationally competitive. Submitters largely considered any pricing of 
agricultural emissions to threaten the primary sector’s ability to achieve these goals and remain 
viable. 

Farmers who submitted their views did not want agricultural emissions to be priced through the 
‘Backstop’ – New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme (NZ ETS). Farmers stated their strong support for 
split-gas pricing and emphasised its importance for setting climate change targets.   

It was important to farmers that the primary sector maintains control and influence over price 
setting and revenue recycling. Many expressed views that the factors that influence price setting 
(e.g., emissions reporting metrics, emission reduction targets) need to be science-based, not 
influenced by politics. Farmers also stated that they need transparency on the criteria used to set the 
price and strongly encouraged industry bodies to have a seat at the table when setting levy rates.  

Farmers were supportive of the ability to recognise sequestration from on-farm vegetation not 
recognised by the NZ ETS, and to be recognised for individual actions on-farm. Some farmers disliked 

 

1 In this report, ‘farmers’ encompasses both farmers and growers. 
2 This includes the feedback from B+LNZ, DCANZ, DairyNZ, DINZ, Federated Farmers, Te Aukaha (FOMA) and the online 
survey. 
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where their previous efforts on-farm were not recognised. This included the treatment of existing 
on-farm vegetation using the proposed 2008 baseline, and the exclusion of soil carbon.  

Farmers expressed a strong desire for an integrated solution. Many farmers recommended a ‘one-
stop shop’ for reporting, auditing, and compliance that aligns with other farm reporting and 
management mechanisms, and other regulatory outcomes (e.g., freshwater and biodiversity). Many 
farmers see farm environment plans as a good starting point for integration. 

Many farmers stated that the pricing system needs to be accessible and approachable. There has 
been significant feedback that highlighted if the administrative burden is too high, the system will 
not drive the outcomes that are needed.  

Farmers were concerned that the primary sector does not have the skills or support for farm-level 
pricing to be implemented in 2025. They stated that consideration needs to be given to how farmers 
can be adequately prepared for farm-level pricing, and how to upskill rural professionals to support 
this. This may require more resource to support the education of farmers, especially how to 
strategically plan for offsetting and reducing emissions in all farm systems and for different farming 
practices. 

Farmers strongly valued control and autonomy over their farm business. Farmers emphasised the 
need for the option to give them control over their farm emissions obligation through recognising 
and incentivising their individual on-farm actions.  

Many farmers were concerned for the future of the primary sector. Farmers expressed their worry 
about the social impacts of He Waka Eke Noa on rural communities, generational farming, and 
farmers mental wellbeing.  

Farmers strongly supported the proposed reinvestment of revenue back into research and 
development. They expressed a need for transparency over where the money is going, and proof of 
an effective plan to deliver technology to farmers. This aligns with the work that Partner 
organisations have undertaken with MPI within the ‘Fit for a Better World’ initiative, to develop a 
research and development plan for science and mātauranga to reduce biological emissions from 
agriculture (the R&D plan).   

The key issues raised by Māori agribusiness, landowners, and managers3 were the impact on 
business viability and inadequate resourcing and funding. They also highlighted the importance of Te 
Tiriti o Waitangi being the foundation for any regulatory and/or policy development, and that it is 
time for a system reset that recognises the interconnectedness of Te Taiao. Of the options 
presented, the majority preferred a farm-level pricing system. 

 

  

 

3 In feedback received by Te Aukaha, Federation of Māori Authorities (FOMA). 
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Overview 
Introduction 

He Waka Eke Noa – Primary Sector Climate Action Partnership (the Partnership) was established in 
2019 by the Government, primary sector, and iwi/Māori. The Partnership is committed to designing 
an alternative to pricing agricultural emissions through the NZ ETS that will ensure New Zealand’s 
agricultural products remain internationally competitive while reducing national and global 
emissions.  

He Waka Eke Noa is developing a practical framework to support farmers to measure, manage and 
reduce agricultural emissions: biogenic methane (CH4), nitrous oxide (N2O), and carbon dioxide (CO2). 
This includes an approach to recognising on-farm sequestration and other potential mitigations, and 
an effective system for pricing agricultural emissions from 2025. 

He Waka Eke Noa Partners conducted engagement on the pricing options for agricultural emissions. 
The purpose of the engagement was to receive feedback from farmers and growers on potential 
emissions pricing options.  

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engaged with farmers over six weeks, through a series of in-person sessions and 
online webinars. This was completed in two phases – primarily in-person engagement in February, 
and a series of online regional meetings in March. The Partnership also received feedback through an 
online survey and a number of emails from farmers and others. Other He Waka Eke Noa partners 
including DCANZ, DINZ, Federated Farmers, FAR, HortNZ, and Te Aukaha (FOMA) collected feedback 
through in-person meetings, online sessions, and surveys.   

B+LNZ and DairyNZ conducted in-person events and online webinars from 8 February to 18 March 
and received 2,111 individual submissions. DairyNZ has led the collation and analysis of this 
feedback. 

The online feedback began on 28 January 2022 and ran until 27 March 2022. He Waka Eke Noa 
received 617 unique online submissions from farmers through email and online surveys. They also 
received 3,761 form submissions through the Groundswell platform. From these, 589 were identified 
as being duplicates, 2,147 self-identified as farmers, 1,606 identified as ‘supporters of the rural 
community’, and 8 were unknown. Allen + Clarke was commissioned to analyse the online 
submissions from farmers and growers.  

DCANZ circulated the consultation document to their members and held a workshop discussion with 
member company representatives. 

DINZ encouraged farmers to attend the engagement events organised by B+LNZ and DairyNZ. 
Alongside this, they conducted phone conversations and on-line webinars with over 100 deer 
farmers. 

Federated Farmers received feedback through an online survey, webinars and direct communication 
with their farmer members and elected farm leaders.  

Te Aukaha (FOMA) held ten online engagement and communication presentations, and received 31 
submissions from Māori agribusinesses, Māori landowners, and managers.  
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This report 
This report summarises farmer’s feedback as part of He Waka Eke Noa engagement. The report 
summarises feedback from the B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement, the He Waka Eke Noa online survey 
and email, and other Partners engagement. 

Overarching themes from farmer’s feedback have been presented in the General themes section. 
Specific analysis of farmer’s feedback on the emissions pricing options is presented in separate 
sections. The report summarises feedback from B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement and the online 
survey and submissions separately; this is clearly distinguished in the report. 

Other Partners also conducted engagement alongside B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement. The feedback 
received has been incorporated as follows: 

• DCANZ held a workshop discussion with member company representatives. The key themes 
are summarised in Annex 1. 

• DINZ conducted phone conversations and on-line webinars. The key themes are summarised 
in Annex 2.  

• Federated Farmers received feedback through an online survey, webinars and direct 
communication with their farmer members and elected farm leaders. The key themes are 
summarised in their separate report, available on the Federated Farmers website.  

• FAR and HortNZ used a near identical survey to the Partnership survey (differences are 
described in the methodology), and these responses have been included and summarised in 
the online feedback.  

• Te Aukaha (FOMA) received submissions from Māori agribusinesses, Māori landowners, and 
managers. The key themes are summarised in their separate report, available on the FOMA 
website.  

Quantifying submitters 
When referring to farmers and their views this report quantifies the level of support for feedback 
based on the table below. The engagement consisted of multiple channels for farmers to provide 
feedback and detailed counts of support are not available. 

Classification Definition 

Few Fewer than 5% of farmers on this topic 

Some 5 to 25% of farmers on this topic 

Many 26 to 50% of farmers on this topic 

Most More than 50% of farmers on this topic 

 
  

https://www.fedfarm.org.nz/FFPublic/Policy2/National/2022/He_Waka_Eke_Noa_folder/He_Waka_Eke_Noa_-_Survey_Report_2022.aspx
https://www.foma.org.nz/te-aukaha/climate-change/
https://www.foma.org.nz/te-aukaha/climate-change/
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Methodology  
B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

During the in-person and online engagement in February, farmers were asked a series of multiple 
choice and open text survey questions while hearing from presenters on the options and wider 
context.  

Engagement shifted online in March due to the escalating 2022 Omicron outbreak. To streamline the 
presentation for an online format, open text questions were converted to multiple choice questions, 
based on common responses from February engagement (See Annex 3). Farmers were also given an 
opportunity to provide additional comments.  

Feedback from both in-person events and webinar series were primarily collected through the web-
application Slido (slido.com). Alternative options (paper-based forms and zoom polls for in-person 
and webinar series, respectively) were provided for farmers who could not access Slido. Targeted 
engagement with Māori stakeholders followed a different structure due to the conversational nature 
of the hui. Feedback was noted from verbal comments and is presented separately in the report.  

Multiple choice responses were collated and analysed through Excel. These were broken down by 
region and sector.  

Open text responses were collated and analysed using miro (miro.com). A range of themes were 
used to start coding feedback. These themes were then aligned with the coding framework for the 
online feedback and were further developed and refined as the engagement progressed. Feedback 
from the in-person events was organised into themes and then analysed and summarised.  

It was noted if the theme was raised during each event. The strength of support or opposition to 
identified themes was indicated by: 

• Low – 0-20% of participants 

• Medium – 20-50% of participants 

• High – 50%+ of participants 

This information is presented under each open-text survey question in table form. High, medium, 
and low representation of identified themes have been colour coded as dark green, medium green, 
and light green, respectively. No colour means that the theme was not raised. 

Online feedback 

Online feedback from farmers was provided as survey responses and emails to the He Waka Eke Noa 
inbox.  

Online feedback was uploaded into NVivo 12 qualitative analysis software and coded against an 
agreed framework based on themes and the survey questions. Throughout the coding process, the 
database was checked against the coding framework to ensure the feedback had been coded 
accurately and consistently, and to highlight any issues in the coding framework that required 
adjustment. From this, specific reports by theme and question were exported from NVivo and used 
to inform this report. 

Survey responses 

The vast majority of survey responses were to the Partnership’s survey and were received via Survey 
Monkey. These were downloaded directly from SurveyMonkey and uploaded into the database for 
analysis against the coding framework.  
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The online survey ran from 28 January 2022 to 27 March 2022. Two additional demographic 
questions were added to the survey on 11 February 2022; question four asked submitters if they 
identified as Māori and question five asked if so, to which iwi they affiliated. 214 submitters did not 
have the opportunity to answer these questions, including the first 83 submitters to the Partnership’s 
survey.  

FAR and HortNZ each conducted their own surveys using the same questions as the online survey. 
Differences of the surveys were as follows: 

• Neither the FAR or HortNZ surveys were updated to include questions four and five.  

• The HortNZ survey did not ask respondents the demographic questions relating to their 
primary sector or region.  

• The HortNZ survey did not use Survey Monkey. 

FAR and HortNZ each provided a spreadsheet of survey responses which were uploaded into the 
database for analysis against the coding framework. 

For the remainder of the report, the ‘online survey’ refers to the three surveys as one. 

Emails 

Emails were reviewed to identify those that were unique from those that were form submissions. 
Those that were unique were uploaded in to the NVivo database and analysed against the coding 
framework. He Waka Eke Noa received a large number of template emails with standard content 
from farmers and others during the consultation period, described in this report as form submissions. 
Each form submission has been treated as one submission supported by more than one submitter.   
The standard content from form submissions has been entered into the database once. Form 
submissions were further reviewed for unique content, which was extracted for analysis alongside 
other unique submissions.  

Limitations  
The 2022 Omicron outbreak impacted the ability for Partners to engage with farmers. It limited the 
capacity of attendance and scale of meetings. Some farmers were reluctant to attend as they didn’t 
want to have to self-isolate if an in-person event became a close-contact event. Some farmers stated 
that it is hard to engage when so much of their mental capacity was taken up by COVID-19 and 
staffing issues. 

He Waka Eke Noa received few online responses from Māori, and Māori farmers and growers 
(including Māori agribusinesses, iwi, and whānau) may have different perspectives to those reflected 
in this report. 
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Summary of feedback  

SUBMISSION TYPE NUMBER 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement feedback 
• 1,303 February in-person engagement 
• 472 February online engagement  
• 336 March online engagement  

2,111 

Unique online feedback 
• Survey responses 

o 429 to the He Waka Eke Noa survey 
o 94 to the FAR survey 
o 37 to the HortNZ survey 

• 57 unique emails 

617 

Form submissions 
• 3,761 Groundswell emails 

o 2,147 self-identified as farmers, while 1,606 identified as ‘supporters of the 
rural community’ 

o Includes at least 589 duplicates 
• 24 emails in Support of Option 1 Amendments 
• 14 emails using a ‘farm level accountability and simple administration’ template 
• 12 emails from Ovation partners in support of the Farm-level Levy 

3,811 

Partner feedback 
• Dairy Companies of New Zealand (DCANZ) 
• Deer Industry New Zealand (DINZ) - 100 
• Federated Farmers of New Zealand – 774 
• Te Aukaha (Federation of Māori Authorities) – 31 submissions 

905 

Total 7,444 

 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement feedback 
Over the engagement period from the 8 February to 18 March, B+LNZ and DairyNZ conducted 55 
engagement events, reaching a total of 2,625 farmers.  

In February, 31 events were held across all regions with six online webinars to support engagement.  

In March, engagement shifted online, due to the escalating Omicron outbreak, with a further 19 
online regional meetings. 

These events included two hui with Māori agribusiness representatives, one in-person and the other 
online.  

Online feedback 
He Waka Eke Noa received 4,428 online submissions from farmers and growers. Most online 
submissions were template email submissions with identical content. A summary of each form 
submission is provided below: 
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Groundswell (3,761) 

Submitters who emailed the Groundswell NZ form submission called for the Partnership to reject all 
current emissions pricing options. 

They supported the Groundswell proposal to:  

• Implement an integrated Environmental Policy and Action Framework 

• Adopt a short-term research fund  

• Develop a more comprehensive emissions scheme, when appropriate, to subsidise and 
incentivise uptake of new technology and management approaches as they become available.   

An example email, with any identifying information removed, is attached as Annex 4. 

Option 1 Transformed (24) 

The authors of Option 1 Transformed wrote an open letter which argued the options presented by 
He Waka Eke Noa were not informed by science, not administratively simple, nor undertaken in an 
integrated manner. They described both options, if left unchanged, as placing “too much pressure on 
reducing emissions upon sheep, beef-cattle, and deer farming businesses, despite these rural land 
uses already having low and long-term steady-state stabilised emissions profiles”. They proposed an 
alternative to the Farm-level Levy pricing option which they considered would reflect this.  

Submitters noted their support for ‘Option 1 Transformed’. Some submitters provided further 
comments which have been considered separately as part of the unique online feedback.  

‘Farm level accountability and simple administration’ (14) 

Submitters advocated for ‘farm level accountability and simple administration systems’. They noted 
several concerns with He Wake Eke Noa proposals including the lack of price certainty and indication 
of when pricing obligations would cease.  

Ovation suppliers, support for Farm-level Levy (12) 

Submitters noted their support for He Waka Eke Noa and keeping agriculture out of the NZ ETS. They 
supported methane being calculated separately and the Farm-level Levy which they considered fair 
and would drive reductions in emissions. They opposed the Processor-level Levy and a transition.  
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Demographic information 
Sector breakdown 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

 

Figure 1 Sector breakdown of feedback received through B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement  

 

Online survey  

 

Figure 2 Sector breakdown of feedback received through He Waka Eke Noa online survey  
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Regional breakdown 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

 

Figure 3 Regional breakdown of feedback received through B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement4 

 

Online survey  

 

Figure 4 Regional breakdown of feedback received through He Waka Eke Noa online survey 

 

 

4 The colours in Figure 3 and 4 reflect population density 
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Māori engagement 
Te Aukaha engagement  

Te Aukaha (FOMA) held ten online engagement and communication presentations, and received 31 
submissions from Māori agribusinesses, Māori landowners, and managers. Of the 31 submissions, 25 
submitters noted their land holding interests, which represent a total of 263,196ha, and 16 
submissions noted their shareholder interests, which represent a total of 203,222 shareholder 
interests.  

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement  

B+LNZ and DairyNZ ran two hui with Māori agribusiness representatives, engaging with 20 Māori 
landowners, representing over 60 trusts, and over 1 million stock units.  

Online feedback 

There were 23 online submitters between 11 February and 27 March 2022 who identified as Māori. 
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Analysis 
General themes 
Control and autonomy 
Most farmers stated that they valued control and autonomy over their farm business. This is 
reflected through feedback across both options and the proposal for recognising carbon 
sequestration on-farm. Farmers strongly supported recognition for individual actions and how this 
gave them control over their farm emissions obligations. 

“It is important that I can control my own business. There needs to be a direct link to impacts 
on farm and how they will benefit my farm.” 

Farmers said they want ownership over the problem and the solution. Farmers strongly disliked 
where options reduced their autonomy. 

“Without control and ownership, this is just another levy. Farmers who don’t care will not do 
anything and just pay the levy.” 

Sector control and influence 
Farmers raised the importance of the primary sector maintaining some control and influence over 
price setting and revenue recycling.  

‘It is industry representative’s role to influence price settings.” 

“Governance needs to be accountable to farmers.” 

Farmers want the factors that influence price setting (e.g., emissions reporting metrics, emission 
reduction targets) to be science-based, not influenced by politics. Most farmers stated that the 
primary sector needs to have a seat at the table when setting levy rates and farmers want 
transparency on the criteria used to set the price. 

“Need to focus on the science behind this issue instead of the emotion of the political profile.” 

Farmers also want influence on how the levy is reinvested into the sector. Farmers do not want levy 
funds used up in layers of bureaucracy. Farmers want to minimise the layers of bureaucracy in the 
system and ensure that their interests are adequately represented in any governance structures.  

“I don't feel that the scheme will be used for its intended purpose. I feel that there will be a 
massive amount of administration built around it and money will start disappearing all over 
the place, very much like our current tax system... So much money wasting.” 

Government timeframes  
Farmers found that the timeframes for engagement were unreasonable while also trying to deal with 
the Omicron outbreak.  

“Are we being pushed into a fast response rather than a good response - a one-month delay 
is not sufficient to farmers.” 

“I disagree with the Government not giving you more of an extension on this. If they were 
serious about engaging with us, they would do this later in the year when we weren’t busy 
trying to think how to keep our business running with limited people in the workforce as it is.” 
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Some farmers also stated that the 2025 timeframe was unworkable for implementing and designing 
an appropriate pricing option. 

“Govt is placing unworkable time limits on a very complex issue with not enough time to get 
good science-based information.” 

“The time frame to implement a pricing system by 2025 is going to be a hard one to meet. 
Particularly in terms of audit and verification - do we have sufficient trained people who are 
able to make these assessments?” 

Government distrust 
Farmers stated that they feel targeted by government. They commented that the New Zealand 
agriculture sector is one of the most emissions efficient producers in the world, but they are being 
unfairly restricted and regulated in comparison to change occurring in less efficient countries.  

Many farmers are doubtful that government will work in their best interest and quoted the 
Government’s disregard for their objections to Three Waters or the Freshwater reforms. 

“Will the Government even listen to you? You have seen what happened with three waters? 
They did consultation and went through with what they wanted anyway, it was just a box-
ticking exercise, lip service.”  

Integration 
Farmers stated that they want an integrated solution. A ‘one-stop shop’ for reporting, auditing, and 
compliance that aligns with other farm reporting and management mechanisms, and other 
regulatory outcomes (e.g., freshwater and biodiversity). Farmers see farm environment plans as a 
good starting point for this integration. 

“How these will be audited? Important as it’s same info for processors, Farm Environment 
Plans, freshwater management etc needs to be alignment.” 

Farmers emphasised the value in connectivity and sharing of data. There is a sense that more work 
needs to be done with industries, companies, and processors to make reporting and farm 
management as easy as possible for farmers. 

“Companies and processors don't see the value of connectivity and change - Farmers and 
industry reps need to drive them to share data.” 

Farmers were also apprehensive about setting up a new implementation agency when we already 
have an existing collection framework like IRD. 

“Dislike we are setting up administrative processes when we already have IRD.” 

Overall, many farmers are encouraging He Waka Eke Noa to look at this as a whole farm 
environmental programme not just emissions and removals management. 

Sector readiness 
Farmers were concerned that the sector does not have the skills or support systems for farm-level 
pricing to be implemented in 2025. Farmers noted that industry bodies and government need to 
support farmers through these changes and provide additional resource to educate and upskill the 
sector. 
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“We need more resource to support education of farmers, especially how to strategically plan 
for offsetting/reducing emissions in all farming practices.” 

“There needs to be farm support/liaison person to help.” 

Science not politics 
Many farmers wanted He Waka Eke Noa to “focus on the science behind this issue rather than the 
emotion or the political profile”. 

This extends to science-based emissions reduction targets and using warming metrics (GWP*) rather 
than weight-based metrics (GWP100) to account for methane.  

“This all must be science based rather than Political. Many will leave farming if costs get out 
of control.” 

“We need to educate NZ public about methane that its warming has been overstated.” 

Some farmers indicated that they were willing to play their part as long as it was fair and grounded in 
science.  

Farmer wellbeing 
Farmers emphasised their concern for the future of the sector. Many farmers see this change as a 
threat to the financial viability and prosperity of farming in New Zealand. 

“This will self-destruct farming as we know it.” 

“I have fears of levy’s escalating, we are already getting smashed by NAIT increases soon and 
other prices keep going up.” 

Farmers are worried about the social impacts of He Waka Eke Noa on rural communities, 
generational farming, and mental wellbeing. Some farmers stated that they are not enjoying working 
in the primary sector anymore and felt disheartened.  

“Concerned farming may no longer be profitable enough for youngsters to want to take it on” 

“There will not be a future generation of farmers.” 

“I know people who may see this as the last straw once they understand what it means.” 

Farmers were also concerned about the psychological impact this would have. Farmers are already 
working in a variable and stressful environment, and the unknowns of the pricing system detail 
caused additional strain. There was concern that farmers not engaged in this process would get a 
shock, and many didn’t realise what He Waka Eke Noa pricing meant. 

“I don’t think a lot of farmers realise what this means.” 

“This feels rushed and we are guinea pigs for the world’s farmers.” 

Farmers were frustrated that there was so little time to engage with the material and understand 
what it meant for their farm business. Farmers are finding it hard to engage with so much of their 
mental capacity taken up by COVID-19 and staffing issues.  

“It is disappointing the government has not paused this with covid taking up farmer brain power, 
we are in unique circumstances.” 
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“The only way to have farmers understand this to have more time to sit down in small groups around 
the kitchen table, face to face.” 

Māori engagement 
Te Aukaha (FOMA) engagement 
Te Aukaha (FOMA) received 31 submissions from Māori agribusinesses, Māori landowners and 
managers. The key issues raised were the impact on business viability and inadequate resourcing and 
funding. They also highlighted the importance of Te Tiriti o Waitangi being the foundation for any 
regulatory and/or policy development, and that it is time for a system reset that recognises the 
interconnectedness of Te Taiao.  

The majority of submitters supported a Farm-level split-gas levy pricing system that: 

• Recognises the Te Ao Māori view of Te Taiao (the entire interdependent system of the 
environment that sustains life), and the responsibilities of those who are kaitiaki of their 
whenua (the appointed guardians of their lands). 

• Prioritises and upholds the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi, which will ensure that there is an 
equitable transition for Māori landowners towards a low-carbon future. 

• Achieves the legislated emission reduction targets that are needed to contribute to the 
global efforts under the Paris Agreement, and the Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) 
Amendment Act 2019. 

• Recognises the unique circumstances of Māori landowners and the rights and interests of 
Māori collectives within the sector, and the imposed, historical, and contemporary 
impediments and legislation that have and continue to constrain the development and use of 
whenua Māori. 

• Encourages recognition of on-farm reductions in emissions through management changes, 
sequestration, and current/future mitigation opportunities. 

Additional feedback on the implications for Māori landowners and farmers, the agricultural 
emissions pricing options, and the implementation of He Waka Eke Noa are summarised in their 
separate report. 

 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Preferred pricing option   

Māori agribusiness representatives at the February in-person hui preferred Processor-level Hybrid 
transition to Farm-level Levy. They observed that a transition would enable more time to ensure 
farmers are supported through the farm-level pricing process. Some Māori agribusiness 
representatives were concerned about the difficulty of a transition. 

Māori agribusiness representatives at the March online hui had a mix of views. Ultimately, they 
supported a farm-level pricing approach, with some supporting a transition over time. 

He Waka Eke Noa engagement with Māori  

Some Māori agribusiness representatives questioned whether there had been genuine engagement 
with Māori.  
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There was a request for better engagement with Māori to understand what this means specifically 
for Māori farmers.  

Some Māori agribusiness representatives stated that Government has not involved them in this 
process.  

“Government will do this to us, rather than with us” 

Key concerns 

It was noted that Māori have significant and substantial areas of pre-1990 forest land that is 
undeveloped. Māori agribusiness representatives felt that they need to receive credit for this land, 
and under current frameworks, are penalised for not having developed this land.  
 

“Recognition of sequestration on Māori land will go a long way to heal and promote buy in 
from Māori to make further changes to Māori land.” 

 
Māori agribusiness representatives would like wider environmental outcomes (i.e., biodiversity) to 
be recognised and incentivised. Some suggested that improving biodiversity and maintaining native 
bush are a public good and should be funded by the taxpayer/government. 
 
Māori agribusiness representatives noted that they have not had the opportunity to develop their 
land like the rest of New Zealand. Submitters felt that the pricing system needs to be designed with 
this in mind, so that Māori get that opportunity to develop their land. 
 

“You can’t disincentive, it’s got to be equal.” 
 
Māori agribusiness representatives were concerned about Māori being fairly represented in price 
setting, revenue recycling, and the implementation agency. There was distrust that Māori would not 
be equal beneficiaries of the levy fund. 
 

“What conversations are being had between the partnership and Government? Can we do it 
without breaking business and land trusts?” 

 
Some Māori agribusiness representatives were concerned about the price flowing through to the 
consumers in New Zealand and the effect that would have on communities.  
 

“Key conditions that must be adhered to is that food in our supermarkets must not increase 
past inflation.” 

 
Māori agribusiness representatives questioned how a central planning system will work for Māori 
farmers. They noted that the system needs to be equitable for all farmers. In the discussions online, 
many shared their views of distrust of other systems. 
 
Māori agribusiness representatives expressed that they want recognition for mātauranga Māori and 
respect for their generational knowledge and relationship with their land.  
 

“Individuals and whānau know what their land is best used for if they can get the scientific 
expertise to do so rather than a flat rate over the country.” 

 
“Can we own this document and personalise it to align with whānau, tikanga and whenua.” 
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Question specific analysis 
This section provides summaries from the analysis of feedback from B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 
with farmers, and online feedback. 

Split-gas pricing 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

94% of farmers supported split-gas pricing. A few farmers (4.4%) were unsure of whether they 
supported split-gas approach, and only 1.2% of farmers did not support the approach. 

 

Figure 1 Votes for split-gas pricing from B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Online survey 

From online responses a smaller majority of 79% supported split-gas pricing, with 13.4% unsure.  

 

Figure 2 Votes for split-gas pricing from He Waka Eke Noa online survey 
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Trade-offs in developing an emissions pricing system 
Summary 
Farmers were asked to rank the factors that were most important to them in terms of developing an 
emissions pricing system.  

Farmers indicated that ‘Ensure the sector remains profitable and internationally competitive’ was the 
most important factor. Farmers stated their concern about how agricultural pricing will impact the 
long-term prosperity of the primary sector and how farming operates in New Zealand. Most farmers 
emphasised that it is critical that a pricing system still allows for a growing and prosperous primary 
sector in New Zealand. 

The prioritisation of factors across B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement and the online survey was 
broadly consistent. Farmers prioritised recognition of on-farm actions, on-farm sequestration, and a 
clear and simple system. The number of selections for each trade-off are presented below, in order 
of most to least selected.  

 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Figure 7 Prioritisation of the eight factors (% of total submissions) from B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 
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Online survey 

Figure 3 Prioritisation of top three factors (% of total submissions) from online survey responses. 

 

Sector breakdown 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

All sectors ranked ‘ensuring the sector remains profitable and internationally competitive’ as top 
priority. 

Sheep and Beef and Deer farmers ranked ‘recognising sequestration from on-farm vegetation’ higher 
than other sectors, at second priority. 

Most sectors also ranked ‘Recognising on-farm action that reduce emissions’ as a top three priority.  
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Table 1 Sector breakdown of top preferences from B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement  

 Dairy Sheep and Beef Rural professional Deer Horticulture/Arable 

1 Ensures the sector 
remains profitable 
and internationally 
competitive 

Ensures the sector 
remains profitable 
and internationally 
competitive 

Ensures the sector 
remains profitable 
and internationally 
competitive 

Ensures the sector 
remains profitable 
and internationally 
competitive 

Ensures the sector 
remains profitable 
and internationally 
competitive 

2 Recognises on-farm 
actions that reduce 
emissions 

Recognises 
sequestration from 
on-farm vegetation 

Reduces the 
amount of 
emissions farming 
generates  

Recognises 
sequestration from 
on-farm vegetation 

Any revenue raised is 
recycled back into the 
agriculture sector 

3  Clear and simple 
system, with low 
administration 
costs 

Recognises on-farm 
actions that reduce 
emissions 

 Recognises on-
farm actions that 
reduce emissions 

Recognises on-farm 
actions that reduce 
emissions 

Clear and simple 
system, with low 
administration costs 

 

Figure 4 Prioritisation of top three factors by sector (proportion of votes) from B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement   
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Recognising carbon sequestration on-farm 
Summary 
Farmers were generally supportive of the proposal for recognising carbon sequestration on-farm. 
Specifically, the ability to recognise on-farm vegetation not recognised by the NZ ETS, and to be 
recognised for individual actions. 

Farmers disliked where their efforts on-farm were not currently recognised. Many farmers disliked 
the 2008 baseline proposed in the engagement document, and the exclusion of soil carbon.   

Recognising on-farm sequestration was ranked as the third priority for farmers overall.  

Key concerns 

2008 Baseline 

Farmers viewed the 2008 baseline as unfair and penalising early adopters. Based on these concerns, 
farmers identified four alternative options:  

1. Keep the 2008 baseline but provide recognition for farmers that have evidence of earlier 
plantings. 

2. 2008 baseline should be shifted back to 1990  

3. 2008 baseline should be shifted earlier to a non-specified date  

4. No baseline  

During March engagement, farmers indicated their preference for option 1 - Keep the 2008 baseline 
but provide recognition for farmers that have evidence of earlier plantings. 

Integrated solutions to minimise costs and drive other environmental outcomes 

Farmers who had previously interacted with forestry in the NZ ETS were concerned about the 
potential reporting, auditing, and compliance cost associated with recognising on-farm sequestration 
under the He Waka Eke Noa system. 

Farmers were clear on needing the system for recognising carbon sequestration on-farm to be simple 
and accessible.  

Farmers stated that they want an integrated solution. Where possible the system should be 
integrated with existing reporting mechanisms and other environmental outcomes (e.g., freshwater 
and biodiversity). Farmers see farm environment plans as a good starting point for integration. 

Transparent science based on-boarding process 

Farmers liked the idea of a science based on-boarding process for new categories of vegetation or 
updated sequestration rates in the future. Farmers want this to be a transparent process.  

Key likes 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Farmers that attended B+LNZ and DairyNZ events overwhelmingly supported recognising carbon 
sequestration on-farm.  
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Farmers liked that the proposal recognises on-farm vegetation not recognised by the NZ ETS (e.g., 
older native areas, riparian, shelterbelts, scattered exotics). There was strong support for the 
categories of vegetation recognised being practical for a farm system. 

“Seems to be a good wide range, includes existing native and shelter belts (potentially) which is a step 
forward from junior exotic plantations.” 

There was support for the focus on native forestry, including the recognition of pre-1990 and pre-
2008 native bush. Farmers see strong co-benefits for establishing, maintaining, and protecting native 
bush and forestry. Farmers liked how this proposal promotes and improves other environmental 
outcomes for biodiversity and freshwater.  

“Like the native focus - exotic trees add no biodiversity value to NZ”. 

Some farmers liked that NZ ETS eligible exotic forest is not recognised under He Waka Eke Noa. This 
is linked to disapproval of mass afforestation of pines – farmers do not want another policy 
mechanism to incentivise exotic plantings on farm. 

“I like that it recognises planting that cannot be included in ETS.” 

Farmers valued how recognition for individual actions and vegetation on-farm could be used to offset 
their emissions price. Farmers liked how this gave them control over their farm emissions price. 

“The ability to have some form of control over our on-farm emissions.” 

Regional breakdown 

Across all regions farmers were strongly supportive of the proposal to recognise farm vegetation 
types not currently recognised in the NZ ETS. Some regions particularly liked the focus on native 
plantings, including their added biodiversity and environmental outcomes. 

Bay of Plenty, Lower North Island, and Southland liked that recognition of carbon sequestration on-
farm gave them control over the price they faced on emissions.  

Table 2 Heat map showing sequestration likes identified in B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement in February 

 Recognises 
on-farm 
vegetation 

Recognition 
of individual 
actions 

Focus on 
natives 

Other 
environmental 
outcomes 

Emissions 
offset 

Waikato      

East Coast      

Bay of Plenty      

Lower North      

Otago      

West Coast      

Southland      

Tasman      
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 Recognises 
on-farm 
vegetation 

Recognition 
of individual 
actions 

Focus on 
natives 

Other 
environmental 
outcomes 

Emissions 
offset 

Northland      

Canterbury      

Webinars      

 
Key Over 50% of 

responses 
highlighted theme 

20-50% of responses 
highlighted the theme  

Less than 20% of 
responses highlighted 
the theme 

Theme was not 
raised  

 
March engagement 

During March engagement, farmers were supportive of the following elements: 

Figure 5 Votes for likes from B+LNZ and DairyNZ online engagement in March 

Online feedback 

Online submissions overwhelmingly supported recognising carbon sequestration on-farm. They 
noted this is an essential consideration for any agricultural emissions pricing system. Farmers and 
growers described their support for He Waka Eke Noa recognising a much wider range of on-farm 
sequestration than the NZ ETS. Submitters described this recognition as ‘logical’ and a clear 
requirement for ‘fairness’. One submitter wrote: 
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“I think it is important to ensure all sequestration on farm is recognized [sic]. 
Why should other emitters be able to buy our carbon credits to offset their 

emissions, but we can't use them ourselves.” 

Online submissions were supportive of He Waka Eke Noa specifically recognising smaller plantings, 
long established native bush, as well as riparian strips and shelter belts. They described this as a ‘win-
win’ as it recognises on-farm sequestration and supports biodiversity. A few submitters also stated 
that the recognition of carbon sequestration on-farm would support the initial cost of emissions 
pricing, one submitter wrote:  

“It is an option for farmers to offset some of the costs of the emissions levy, 
particularly in the period when we are developing other technologies and 

mitigations.” 

Key dislikes 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

There was consistent feedback that farmers were unhappy with the 2008 baseline. Many farmers 
stated that the rationale presented (satellite imagery) was not strong or reasonable. Farmers 
commented that the 2008 baseline penalizes early adopters. There were suggestions to allow 
farmers to recognise vegetation established earlier if they could provide evidence, or to shift the 
baseline back to 1990. 
 

“30% of my farm is planted in exotic plantations pre 2008 shelter belts. All are ineligible for offset 
due to my grandfather and father being keen foresters. Hardly seems fair.” 

“If a farmer has evidence of earlier plantings verified by a 3rd party, you should be able to claim 
sequestration.” 

Farmers stated that the requirement for stock exclusion from pre-2008 native vegetation was not 
practical for many areas of on-farm native bush. Farmers observed that the sequestration rates for 
pre-2008 native vegetation were low, and this would not offset the cost of fencing large areas of bush. 

 
Farmers disliked that soil carbon is not recognised. Some farmers pointed to regenerative 
agriculture, and recognition for improving soil carbon in the USA. The rationale for exclusion was 
clearly explained at most events - farmers understood the difficulties with recognising soil carbon but 
want to see a science based on-boarding process in the proposal. 
 

“Adding soil carbon should be considered. It can be measured and is being measured in the US?; 
Should farmers be collating evidence of existing soil carbon in case soil carbon is considered in 

future?” 

Some farmers disliked that NZ ETS eligible exotic forest is not recognised. Farmers want the pricing 
system to be ‘a one stop shop’ for everything they do on farm, including all on-farm 
forestry/vegetation.  

“if a farmer chooses to plant poor land in exotics to “balance the carbon” why shouldn’t this be 
encouraged?” 
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“Dislike - inability to include exotic forestry in the partnership as this limits the option of offsetting 
only to native forest, which will require approximately 4 times more land to be taken out of 

production to offset the same amount of emissions.” 

Farmers disliked that there was no specific recognition for other environmental outcomes for 
biodiversity and freshwater. There are many co-benefits to native vegetation on-farm. There were 
suggestions for this proposal to align with other policy outcomes, and to take a holistic 
environmental view. 
 

“Should reward other benefits of other planting - biodiversity/freshwater outcomes.” 
 
The other key concern was the cost associated with establishing and managing on-farm vegetation 
and the cost and complexity of measurement/verification and compliance. Farmers questioned 
whether the cost-benefit of establishing vegetation and entering into He Waka Eke Noa would be 
worth it. 

“Dislike the fact that for some people it is overwhelming, and time consuming to assess and 
calculate what meets the criteria and some people may decide to hard” 

Regional breakdown 

Most regions disliked the 2008 baseline, and the exclusion of soil carbon and pasture in the proposal. 
Otago and Northland were less concerned about this point. 

East Coast and Lower North Island did not like that the proposal excluded NZ ETS eligible forestry. 

Table 3 Heat map showing sequestration dislikes identified in B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement in February 

 Excludes soil 
carbon and 
pasture 

2008 baseline Excludes ETS 
eligible 
forestry 

Cost of 
establishing 
and managing 
vegetation 

Measurement/ 
verification and 
compliance 

Waikato      

East Coast      

Bay of Plenty      

Lower North       

Otago      

West Coast      

Southland      

Tasman      

Northland      

Canterbury      

Webinars      
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Key Over 50% of responses 

highlighted theme 
20-50% of responses 
highlighted the theme  

Less than 20% of responses 
highlighted the theme 

Theme was 
not raised  

 

March engagement 

During March engagement, farmers highlighted the following elements as their key dislikes: 

Figure 6 Votes for dislikes from B+LNZ and DairyNZ online engagement in March 

 

Online feedback 

Some online submitters argued certain types of sequestration continue to be undervalued and 
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Farm-level Levy 
Summary 
Farm-level Levy is the preference for farmers, but there are concerns about primary sector readiness 
for a farm-level pricing system and the cost of implementing this by 2025. 

Farmers and growers considered the Farm-level Levy to best recognise individual farm-level 
practices, including on-farm sequestration and production efficiency. They considered the farm-level 
option to best reward the changes farmers and growers can make to reduce emissions. 

Key concerns 

Keeping it simple 

Farmers stated that they want this system to be accessible and user friendly. There has been a 
significant amount of feedback about if the administrative burden is too high, the system will not 
drive the outcomes that are needed.  

There was specific concern about the high administration costs associated with this option and 
described this as prohibitive to smaller farms. 

Sector readiness 

Many farmers are concerned that the primary sector does not have the skills or support for this to be 
implemented in 2025. They felt that consideration needs to be given to how farmers can be 
adequately prepared for farm-level pricing, and how to upskill rural professionals to support this. 
More resource is needed to support the education of farmers. Especially how to strategically plan for 
offsetting and reducing emissions in all farm systems and for different farming practices. 

Some farmers suggested that the start date of 2025 should be extended to ensure the pricing system 
is implemented properly from the start.  

Calculators and tools 

Many farmers were concerned that it is hard to design a calculator that balances complexity, 
accuracy, and usability. There needs to be one calculator for all farmers, preferably integrated with 
other existing systems. This needs to be accessible, accurate, and be flexible enough to incorporate 
the latest technology as it becomes available.  

Governance and bureaucracy 

Farmers think the involvement of government and the Implementation Agency will drive slowness, 
inefficiency, and cost. The governance structure needs to be simple and transparent to farmers.  

Farmers commented that it is really important that the primary sector has influence in price setting 
and revenue recycling decisions. 

Key likes 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Farmers strongly support this option as it gives them control to manage their farm business and 
emissions profile. This control is established by giving farmers the ability to be recognised and 
incentivised for their actions on-farm. 
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Farmers emphasised that the farm-level option provides recognition of individual actions on-farm. 
Farmers are directly rewarded for their efficiencies, on-farm sequestration, and actions.  
 

“I like that individuals can influence their own costs and that reduction in carbon emissions is 
calculated and taken into account on a granular basis, incentive & reward on a per farm/business 

basis.” 

Farmers liked that this system incentivises on-farm actions. Each farm is accountable for their own 
emissions, and farmers believe that the financial incentives will encourage farmers to innovate and 
embrace technology or behaviour changes.  
 

“Control at individual farm level incentive to those being proactive.” 

Farmers felt that farm-level pricing gave them ownership over the problem and the solution. Farm-
level provides opportunity for different management decisions and considers varying cost structures 
across farms. Ultimately, farmers liked that that what you do on farm influences how much you pay. 

“I like that the individual farmer is responsible for his/her own emissions, as opposed to being 
punished for a neighbour with higher emissions.” 

“Gives ownership back to the farm owner, provides opportunity for different management decisions, 
takes into account varying cost structures across farms.” 

Farmers saw this system as fair as everyone in the supply chain pays, and they pay for what they are 
doing/have done on farm. 

“All members of supply chain treated the same. Not just finishers facing the cost.” 

Farmers liked that this option could integrate with existing farm planning systems, such as farm 
environment plans. 

“Like ties in with farm planning and farmers owning their own farming system.” 

There was strong support for the levy being recycled back into three different streams: research and 
development; incentivizing change on-farm; and on-farm sequestration. There are outstanding 
questions from farmers on who would have control over reinvesting the levy. 

“R&D is also awesome. Creates opportunities for farmers to come with solutions and innovations.” 

Regional breakdown 

Across all of the regions ‘recognition of individual actions’, ‘incentivisation of on-farm action’, and 
‘farmer control’ were strongly supported. 

Waikato, East Coast, Bay of Plenty, and Lower North Island were supportive of how a farm-level 
system treats all farmers equally. 

All regions, except Otago and Tasman, liked that any revenue raised would be recycled by 
incentivising on-farm action or being invested into research and development. 
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Table 4 Heat map showing farm-level likes identified in B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement in February 
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March engagement 

During March engagement, farmers were most supportive of the following elements: 

Figure 7 Votes for likes from B+LNZ and DairyNZ online engagement in March 

Online feedback 

Most online submissions from farmers considered the Farm-level Levy to best recognise individual 
farm-level practices, including on-farm sequestration and production efficiency. They considered the 
farm-level option to best reward and incentivise the changes farmers and growers can make to 
reduce emissions.  

Many farmers described the Farm-level Levy as the most equitable of the pricing options and cited 
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Many farmers noted reduced costs and the ability to be recognised for a wider range of on-farm 
sequestration as clear advantages of the Farm-level Levy over the ‘Backstop’ NZ ETS option. Some 
submitters added the farm-level option would also recognise early adopters. One submitter wrote: 

“It would also allow for [recognition of] early adopters, such as farmers 
who’ve already reduced stocking rates in anticipation of the need to do so.” 

Another submitter wrote: 

The Farm-level levy provides the most equitable pricing system to 
acknowledge and reward the early-moves [we have] made to reduce 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions. 

A few farmers argued the Farm-level Levy would need a greater range of incentives than currently 
proposed to achieve the desired emissions reductions.  

A few online submissions argued for integrating the Farm-level Levy with existing reporting 
requirements and channels. They considered this would be a simpler and more cost-effective 
method; several noted emissions reporting could be made alongside tax returns to Inland Revenue.  

 

Key dislikes 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Farmer’s primary concern with farm-level pricing was cost – administrative cost and burden at farm-
level, and the cost of running a system which has individualised reporting on 23,000 farmers. 

There is already an increasing administrative cost to farmers with increasing regulatory 
burden.Farmers were concerned about the amount of office time and paperwork required.  
 

“I am concerned about the cost of working out the metric at farm level it could be more expensive 
than the emissions costs.” 

Farmers stated they are concerned that this system will have many layers of bureaucracy which will 
be expensive to run. Farmers are aware of the trade-offs with recycling revenue – the more the 
system costs to run, the less is available to be re-invested into the sector. 
 

“I am very concerned how effective the government going to spend the money. It could create 
another huge bureaucracy.” 

Farmers understood that farm-level will come with increased reporting requirements, and more 
complexity than other pricing options. Farmers noted that this option would lead to increased audits 
and compliance on farm and called for integration with existing systems to reduce cars down 
driveways. 

“High compliance cost – waste of resource to measure what you cannot manage.” 

“Dislike potentially additional administration and cost involved in providing/submitting this 
information.” 

There were concerns that there is insufficient support and extension for farmers for this to land in 
2025. Some farmers commented that small farms will be particularly disadvantaged by this as they 
have less resource and skill. Farmers stated that the skill and support void would be filled by 
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consultants “charging an arm and leg” to help farmers do it. Some farmers also doubted whether 
there was the rural professional capacity to administer this at farm-level. 

“We do not have the rural professional capacity to administer for all farms.” 

Regional breakdown 

Farmers disliked the high administrative burden and cost of the farm-level system. Tasman farmers 
were less concerned about the administration required. While Canterbury farmers were less 
concerned about the overall cost, as they thought the costs were overstated.  

There was strong concern about the level of bureaucracy from the East Coast, Bay of Plenty, 
Southland, and Canterbury. 

Table 5 Heat map showing farm-level dislikes identified in B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement in February 
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March engagement 

During March engagement, farmers highlighted the following elements as their key dislikes: 

Figure 8 Votes for dislikes from B+LNZ and DairyNZ online engagement in March 

Online feedback 

Many farmers, including a number who preferred the Farm-level Levy, expressed significant concern 
about the cost of the option and its impact on future sector profitability. They cited specific concerns 
about the high administration costs associated with the option and the lack of accessible and 
accurate methods of calculating on-farm emissions. Some described this as prohibitive to smaller 
farms while others considered the option to be cheaper in the long run. Some farmers added their 
concern that these future administrative costs were unknown. One submitter wrote: 

“The major disadvantage of this option is the significant estimated 
administrative costs…we would appreciate further information on how these 

administrative costs have been determined and the assumptions made.”  
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Processor-level Hybrid Levy 
Summary 

Farmers did not support a Processor-level Hybrid Levy as the final outcome of He Waka Eke Noa. 
Farmers noted that this option limited their ability to control and connect with reducing emissions 
on-farm. Farmers were concerned about the fairness of the system and whether it would actually 
drive the change required. 

Some farmers support this option as a transition step to a Farm-level Levy (see ‘Support for transition 
to farm-level’). Some farmers stated that they liked that this was less complicated and was more 
accessible to the primary sector in 2025.  

Most online submissions were concerned they would have less control under the Processor-level 
Hybrid Levy. They were highly critical of averaging emissions and not recognising individual on-farm 
actions. 

Key concerns 

Emissions/Sequestration Management Contracts  

Farmers emphasised that contracts need to be simple and accessible. Farmers are concerned about 
the amount of red tape they will have to cut through to have access to the levy funds. There are 
concerns that the administrative burden and complexity will be too high a barrier for farmers to 
enter management contracts. 

Only direct suppliers face a price 

Farmers see only those with a direct processor relationship facing a price as unfair. They stated that 
it will be difficult for direct suppliers to pass the cost on. Farmers want consideration of how this 
option can be implemented effectively and not place the burden on one component of the primary 
sector.  

Key likes 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Farmers liked that processor-level is simpler, with less paperwork and lower administrative burden. 
Farmers supported the option for added complexity to get recognition for actions on-farm. 

“Simple - makes sense to use processors as a collection agent.” 

Due to the simplicity, farmers thought that this was more accessible and approachable to farmers in 
2025.  

“More approachable for many farmers, especially if the admin side of things for those who want to go 
down the contract road would be comparable to that of the farmer-based system.” 

Farmers liked that this option is likely cheaper to run, meaning more of the levy fund can be recycled 
back into the primary sector. 

“Less money going to pencil pushers, more to farmers.” 
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Regional breakdown 

Most regions liked that the system to pay the price was simple, with the option for added complexity 
to get recognition on farm. 

Northland and Waikato liked that the system would be cheaper to run, and therefore there would be 
more revenue available to be reinvested back into the primary sector. 

Table 6 Heat map showing Processor-level Hybrid Levy likes identified in B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement in February 
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March engagement 

During March engagement, farmers were most supportive of the following elements: 

Figure 9 Votes for likes from B+LNZ and DairyNZ online engagement in March 

Online feedback  

Most online submitters were supportive of the reduced cost and lower administrative burden of the 
Processor-level Hybrid Levy relative to the Farm-level Levy. A few farmers described the processor-
level option as being similar to existing systems or levies farmers are already familiar with. They 
expressed mixed views on the potential role of processors under the option. Similarly, one submitter 
likened the option to dairy farmers’ Fonterra levy payments writing: 

“Preferred option, a long time ago dairy farmers decided that Fonterra 
should be doing a lot of the reporting and collecting levies etc on their 

behalf. It should be no different with this.” 

Key dislikes 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Most farmers did not support this option as it applies industry averages and removes the incentive 
for individuals to improve and any ownership over emissions. Farmers stated that they wanted a 
direct connection with their efforts. There was strong feedback that there needs to be a farm-level 
incentive to drive farm-level change.  

“Putting a third party between a farmer and his emissions may not drive change as fast as we need 
to. It’s averaging and not owning your own stuff.” 
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Most farmers stated that this option took away their control of managing their farm and emissions. 
There were concerns that this would give too much control to processors and the government. 

Many farmers also thought that this option was unfair as it does not capture all farms, only farms 
with a direct processor relationship face a price. This could create perverse outcomes with farms 
trying to avoid price through processor relationship.  

“Bad. As a finisher, I'll be paying everyone's tax.” 

Although some farmers found the system simpler, many thought that to get recognition at farm-level 
through the Emissions Management Contract (EMC), they were concerned it would be complicated, 
costly, and create a large administrative burden for the individual farmer. This would result in less 
uptake of contracts, and more farmers just paying the price. Farmers thought this option has the risk 
of not driving the change needed to meet legislated targets as not many farmers would enter into an 
EMC. 

Farmers dislike the increased bureaucracy and complexity with management contracts. There were 
many concerns about layers of bureaucracy and complexity ‘siphoning off’ levy funds. Farmers 
struggle to see how this would work practically and simply. 

“Another layer of complexity - can't see how this would be practically managed.” 

Regional breakdown 

There is a strong dislike across all regions for the loss of control over individual actions and emissions 
management.  

Many farmers, in all regions, except West Coast and Northland, disliked the removal of the 
connection/incentivisation at farm-level. 

Table 7 Heat map showing Processor-level Hybrid Levy likes identified in B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement in February 
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March engagement 

During March engagement, farmers highlighted the following elements as their key dislikes: 

Figure 10 Votes for dislikes from B+LNZ and DairyNZ online engagement in March 

Online feedback 

Most farmers considered they would have less control under the processor-level option and were 
highly critical of averaging emissions as part of the pricing option. Many farmers were concerned the 
processor-level option would not recognise individual on-farm change or incentivise further 
emissions reductions or improved efficiency. These submitters considered the option to be a ‘one-
size-fits-all’ model and would operate as a ‘blunt tool’. One submitter wrote:  

“This is too blunt and will be only a broad brush approach. It will not award 
the best operators or penalise the worst. Therefore it will slow progress and 
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frustrate those farmers that are prepared to put in the effort if they will 
ultimately [not] be rewarded for those efforts.” 

Some submitters noted the Processor-level Hybrid Levy would likely miss larger farms that sell store 
stock. A few farmers noted this could create perverse incentives as farmers attempted to avoid the 
additional costs.  
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Preferred option 
Summary 

Across the majority5 of feedback received, farmers preferred a farm-level pricing system. Farmers 
stated that this gave them control to manage their own farm business and individual emissions profile. 

Farmers are uncertain about what pathway should be taken to reach a farm-level pricing system. 48.7% 
preferred moving immediately to farm-level pricing in 2025, while 34.2% supported a gradual 
transition to farm-level from a processor-level system. 

Farmers that supported farm-level pricing in 2025 were opposed to setting up two systems, as they 
were concerned about duplication of effort and wasted investment.   

Farmers that support a transition to farm-level over time, stated that initially pricing at processor-
level and transitioning to farm-level will give the sector more time to ensure farmers are supported 
through the farm-level pricing process. Many of these farmers were also concerned about setting up 
two systems. Many farmers stated that they need a clear pathway to be laid out at the outset about 
how to get to the farm-level within a couple of years. 

B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

There is a strong preference for a farm-level pricing system, with 86.3% of feedback supporting farm-
level pricing as the final outcome of He Waka Eke Noa. 

There was a difference in opinion from farmers on what pathway should be taken to reach farm-level 
pricing. There was a slight preference for straight to farm-level pricing in 2025 (46.8%), followed 
closely by support transition to farm-level pricing from processor-level (39.5%). 

 

Figure 11 Different votes of options presented during B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

 

5 This includes the feedback from B+LNZ, DCANZ, DairyNZ, DINZ, Federated Farmers, Te Aukaha (FOMA) and the online 
survey. 
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Sector breakdown 

All farming sectors, except for Horticulture and Arable farmers prefer farm-level over processor-level 
transition to farm-level. This is a slight preference, with the difference in proportion of votes 
between farm-level and processor-level transition less than 5%. 

 

Figure 12 Sector breakdown of the different pricing options during engagement (% of total votes) 

Regional breakdown 

Waikato, Taranaki, Lower North Island, Gisborne, Hawke’s Bay, Canterbury, and West Coast 
preferred farm-level pricing. 

Bay of Plenty, Northland, Tasman, Southland, and Otago preferred transition to farm-level. 

Online survey 

The online survey showed 79% of submitters supported farm-level pricing as the final outcome, with 
67% supporting farm-level pricing in 2025 and 12% supporting the transition from processor-level.  

 

Figure 13 Vote of different pricing option from He Waka Eke Noa online survey 
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Support for farm-level pricing in 2025 
B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Farmers see farm-level as the only way to drive the change needed, and the Processor-level Hybrid 
Levy as inherently unfair, even as an interim measure. 

There has been significant feedback from farmers to ‘do it once and do it right’. Money and effort 
should be spent on the best option. There are concerns that setting up a processor-level system to 
transition to farm-level will result in a duplication of effort and wasted investment. From a farmer 
perspective, there are concerns that it is a lot of effort to learn one system, just to switch to another. 

There are also concerns that the transition process will add a lot of complexity and risk losing buy in 
from other stakeholders (government and public). It is more desirable to get farm-level up and 
running by the required time frame than a complicated transition process. 

One of the main dislikes for farm-level system was the cost associated with it. Farmers who support 
straight to farm-level think this barrier can be overcome. 

Some farmers provided feedback that they think the costs presented are overstated, as large 
elements of the farm-level system already exist. Farmers thought that they already do a lot towards 
farm level (e.g., farm environment plan, farm emission reports).  
 
Other regulation requires farm-level reporting, so these costs already exist. He Waka Eke Noa needs 
to integrate with other farm-level reporting/management mechanisms (e.g., farm environment 
plans). 
 
Other farmers thought that the extra costs associated with farm-level would be worth it. 
 
Farmers understand that it is a big challenge to get the farm-level system established and operational 
by 2025. Farmers that support going straight to farm-level do not think it is logical to pay for setting 
up two systems, rather than finding a solution to setting up the preferred option (farm-level) the first 
time.   

Online feedback 

Most online submissions were concerned the Transition option would be overly complicated and 
require significant change once farmers and growers became accustomed to an already new system.  

Most submitters described the option as unnecessarily expensive and called for getting the model 
correct from the start. One submitter stated: 

The transition between the two systems will ultimately cost more. 
Administration costs would be duplicated by setting up one system and then 

switching to another. Rural professional time (processors, industry, 
consultants), which is already at capacity, will need to be spent twice helping 

their clients and suppliers implement two systems. 
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Support for transition to farm-level pricing over time 
B+LNZ and DairyNZ engagement 

Farmers think that it is important to have everyone at the starting line, and for all farmers to be 
engaged in He Waka Eke Noa.   

Some farmers thought that going straight to Farm-level Levy could be a barrier to engaging, as there 
is not enough time to adequately prepare the sector.   

There needs to be significant resource invested into support and education mechanisms to ensure 
that farm-level pricing is a practical solution for the agriculture sector to reduce emissions.  
 
It is important to farmers that the calculator tool is simple, easy to use, accurate, and recognises a 
wide range of mitigations. This will take time to develop and get right.  
 
There are not currently enough skilled rural professionals to support farm-level pricing, and there is 
not enough professional capacity for audit and verification on-farm. 
 
Some farmers think that initially pricing at processor-level and transitioning to farm-level will give the 
sector more time to ensure farmers are supported through the farm-level pricing process.  

Many of these farmers were also concerned about setting up two systems. Many farmers stated that 
they need a clear pathway to be laid out at the outset about how to get to the farm-level within a 
couple of years. 

Some farmers commented that they were cautious about setting up an EMC or SMC, as it could be 
complicated to transition to farm-level. A number of farmers noted that rather than set up an EMC or 
SMC, they would prefer to start with a simple on-farm calculator that could be evolved.   

Online feedback 

Some submitters were supportive of the additional time the option would provide and considered 
the option more accessible to all farmers and growers. They felt that the additional time would allow 
farmers and growers to better understand their own situation and allow better farm-level emissions 
calculators to be developed and made available to farmers and growers. A few submitters considered 
the transition option more realistic as an interim measure considering the five-year timeline.  

One submitter described their preference for the Processor-level Hybrid Levy initially writing: 

“The hybrid levy has the advantage of rewarding mitigations while 
constraining compliance overheads to measuring and auditing only those 

factors relevant to that mitigation. In contrast, the Farm-level levy requires 
comprehensive measurement and auditing for what is currently a very 
limited current range of mitigations. There is no point measuring and 

auditing what cannot be managed.” 
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Other 
Online feedback 

Online submissions from farmers and growers detailed a range of other concerns. The main focus of 
further comments related to: 

• farmers’ distrust of  government 
• opposition to taxes or further costs for farmers  
• a desire for greater recognition of the benefits farmers provide 
• the effect of emissions pricing costs being passed on to consumers 
• a desire for greater clarity about what an appropriate level of levy is, and  
• concern about the process He Waka Eke Noa and industry leaders have undertaken.  

Farmers advocated for a range of alternative pricing methodologies such as: 

An alternative pricing system needs to be developed to tax emissions in a 
way that is equitably fair across all farm businesses… [we] would support a 

levy system based on the principle that those who contribute the most 
emissions are required to do the most to reduce them in a way that allows 

time for change and doesn’t make businesses unviable. 

I think a better system on which to enact levies would be at kg/per dry 
matter consumed. This could be done in the sheep and beef sector by an 

accounting method based on stock and weights sold. It could be included in 
an annual IRD return. 

It is the impact of the enterprise on the climate/environment that counts not 
the intensity per hectare. A 10,000 kgs of GHG's has the same impact 

whether from 1 hectare or 10 hectares. The planet does not care - ditto on 
other contaminants. 

The problem currently is that the ETS, the national GHG inventory and other 
govt bodies measure methane emissions with the GWP100 metric that does 

not account for methane decay. 

Some submitters detailed sector-specific concerns such as: 

The difference in emission sources between the ruminant and pork sectors 
create different options for reduction and mitigation strategies. Whereas 

most reduction strategies (and therefore funding and research investment) 
for ruminants is focused on enteric fermentation, focus in the pork sector is 
on manure management, and in particular direct emissions of CH4 and N2O 

from manure management systems. 

They supported a version of the farm-level levy noting there was wide variation in emissions across 
the commercial pork sector and argued further work was required to appropriately include the pork 
sector in any emissions pricing system. They concluded: 

[We recommend] that pricing emissions from pigs is deferred until a 
thorough analysis of emissions pricing for the sector is undertaken. We 

recommend that emissions pricing legislation for livestock is progressed and 
written in such a way that could allow for the inclusion of pigs at a future 

date if deemed appropriate. 
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Other submitters also detailed sector-specific concerns such as:  

My main concern for horticulture and viticulture is that the large majority of 
our emissions are from fossil fuels. If Ag is going to continue to be excluded 
from the ETS there needs to be a reward/offset or recognition through the 
levy for reduction in fossil fuel use. In my particular case we have removed 

60T of C02 from fossil fuels and only use about 2.5T of C02E through fertiliser 
and other inputs. 

Many lifestyle/small block holders are retired/downsized farmers who have 
retained an interest in the industry. The proposed cut-off farm size of 550 
SU’s or 50 dairy cattle does not appear to allow these small blocks to be 
recognized under HWEN, when nation-wide there are thousands of stock 

units on these blocks and many owners have undertaken extensive 
indigenous and/or riparian planting. 
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ANNEX 1: Dairy Companies of New Zealand (DCANZ) 
Report on member consultation 
• It is important that the trade-offs between the level of emissions price (emissions cost) and the 

impacts on sectors, the economy, and emissions leakage are transparently presented to support 
informed discussion and consideration of the options. 

• There is a strong view that the primary focus must remain on behaviour change at a farm level 
for all sector participants: 

o The farm-level emissions reporting and planning components of the He Waka Eke Noa 
programme continue to be viewed as critical components of an effective behaviour 
change framework for farm emissions. Companies understood the original premises for 
the He Waka Eke Noa framework was that all farmers need to understand their 
emissions numbers, have confidence in how to manage them, and confidence that any 
pricing system will appropriately recognise them (and others) for their individual actions. 
This basic premise and the farm emissions reporting and planning milestones that 
implement it are considered to remain significantly important. 

o A farm-level pricing system is favoured on the basis that it best aligns with these 
foundational components of an effective sector wide behaviour change programme. 

o It was noted that dairy companies have made significant investment in supporting rollout 
of individual farm emissions reports. There is commitment for this to continue, including 
to support the market driven emissions management and reduction imperatives 
companies are responding to. Moving back to an opt-in approach is seen as a less 
favourable option. 

• There is a significant concern that pricing options need to avoid penalising early adopters. There 
is concern that the Hybrid option could have this effect due to baselines. It is suggested that the 
Hybrid option would create equity issues between farmers. 

• The pricing system needs to support a focus on meaningful action rather than on ‘gaming’ the 
numbers. There is a concern that characteristics of the complex EMC system, including the 
baselines and potential to disadvantage earlier adopters, could prompt ‘gaming’ type behaviours, 
or act as a form of subsidy with the associated perversities often observed in farm subsidy 
schemes deployed elsewhere in the world. If EMCs are progressed it is suggested that they focus 
on implementation of defined farm appropriate practices as well as reporting numbers. 

• The pricing system must be sustainable over the long-run and focus on farm change actions while 
managing the risks of pushing too far too fast. There are: 

o Concerns that the emissions price faced by farmers should avoid becoming punitive by 
being applied at the margin and incentivising uptake of the economically viable 
emissions uptake opportunities that exist for farmers. 

o Uncertainties about the extent to which the cost/price of sequestration (i.e., the C 
component of the levy) will burden the system and whether hypothecation will strike the 
right balance between funding sequestration, incentivising on-farm mitigations uptake, 
and investing in research and development (R&D). 

o That efforts to address the gross target for methane are not structurally overshadowed 
by the ‘C’ element of the equation, including that offsetting is not an ‘out’ for methane 
reductions. 

o A general sense that farmer uptake is often underestimated and experience from DCANZ 
members was that farmers were motivated to do what they felt they needed to (many 
have already implemented systems and practices which have reduced their 
environmental impact). The risk/opportunities in this needed to be factored into pricing 
equations (e.g. the risk that EMC budgets are oversubscribed). 
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o Questions over why and how hypothecation of revenue into R&D will be prioritised 
within recycling of revenues. It is suggested that it would be more appropriate and 
favourable to use existing R&D funding channels to generate the funds necessary for 
R&D plans (e.g., through SFFF, industry commodity levies). This would be more 
consistent with a pricing system focused on reinforcing farm uptake of emissions 
reduction options. 

• Frustration that pricing options appear to be described (and costed) as starting from a zero base, 
rather than building on, complementing, and leveraging potential synergies with other existing 
processes, activities, and investment by industry (e.g., the data capture already in existence 
through GHG reporting, NAIT, farm financial reporting, or other environmental regulation and 
assurance programmes). There is strong view that this approach has inappropriately skewed the 
programme’s evaluation of different pricing options. 

• Confirmation that retaining competitiveness of New Zealand dairy products requires a focus on 
emissions efficiency (per unit of output) – a key driver in the international market, and a view 
that the output-based rebate option was prematurely taken-off the table. There is concern that: 

o The rationale for moving away from the output-based option remains unclear. For 
example, references to not-all farmers paying or receiving a rebate contrast with this not 
being considered as a barrier for the Hybrid processor option. 

o Decisions taken to remove this option contrast with the understood conclusions of the 
pan-sector analysis, including that it provides an effective price signal to support uptake 
of new mitigation options while minimising impacts on profitability. 

o The complexities associated with this model could be overcome and doing so would 
create synergies with the market signals for uptake of new emissions reduction 
opportunities. 

o Equity concerns cited in relation to this option have not been sufficiently articulated to 
support a discussion on the pros/cons of this against other options which also have 
different but equally significant equity concerns. 
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ANNEX 2: Deer Industry New Zealand (DINZ) Report on 
farmer consultation 
 

Deer Industry New Zealand 
DINZ represents 1,300 farmers with deer, and deer product 
processors and marketers. Deer product exports are worth 
around $300m per annum. Approximately 840,000 deer are 
farmed in New Zealand. 70% in the South Island and 30% in the 
North. 

 
Deer numbers have been stable over the past 10 years. Most deer are run as part of a 
mixed livestock operation alongside cattle and sheep. According to Statistics New Zealand 
440 farms derive the majority of their income from deer. DINZ estimates that about 80% of 
deer farmers run mixed livestock businesses. 

Consultation process 
DINZ conducted phone conversations and on-line webinars with deer farmers over the 
consultation period. Group meetings were held with members of the New Zealand Deer 
Farmers Association. 
 
DINZ did not run face to face meetings over the consultation period. To avoid 
duplication DINZ encouraged farmers with deer to attend the He Waka Eke Noa 
roadshow organised by DairyNZ and Beef + Lamb NZ. Feedback has been received from 
over 100 farmers over the past month and is summarised below 

Extreme concern at impact on business viability 
The first point that farmers made is that with no commercially available and feasible 
mitigations, sequestration is the only means of offsetting a potentially catastrophic impact 
on their families’ livelihoods and assets. 

 
The pricing used in the consultation document has understandably created a great deal of 
anxiety among farmers with deer. 2030 NZ ETS equivalent prices as described in the 
document will render deer farming financially non-viable. In a case study, the 2030 NZ ETS 
equivalent prices reduced EFS by 17% on a highly productive and currently profitable mixed 
farm, typical of breeding and finishing units in the South Island. 

 
The feedback from farmers is that the emissions factors used for venison seem 
unbalanced when the feed intake of deer is compared to sheep, beef, and dairy. The 
proposed system’s impacts on the viability of different farming systems are unfair when 
the emissions profile, and therefore warming effect, of deer industry emissions is 
compared to other sectors of the New Zealand economy. 

 
The modelled costs of 16c/kg milk solids versus 45c/kg venison used in the document 
show that the impact on deer farming is 300% greater than dairy production. One of the 
principal objectives of the He Waka Eke Noa partnership is that it is equitable - deer 
farmers cannot see how this meets any definition of equitable. 

 
Many deer farmers are in favour of a system that recognises emissions above the natural 
carrying capacity of the land, either by putting in place a progressive per hectare charge or 
placing the charge on imported fertiliser and feed. 
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Farmers who are investing in environmental improvements on their property voiced 
concern that a GHG tax will reduce the funds they have available to continue with this work 
and reduce the amount they have available to make changes to reduce greenhouse gas 
emissions, once the technology is available. Similarly one farmer wondered if the liability 
faced by a farm couldn’t directly be used to cover the costs of native plantings rather than 
being recycled through a revenue gathering system. 

Unclear on the purpose of the pricing scheme 
With the prices presented in the consultation document, farmers could not ascertain the 
purpose of the scheme, instead viewing it as a punitive tax designed to reduce stock 
numbers and/or encourage afforestation. Farmers observed that funding should be 
collected from the agriculture sector in an equitable manner to fund the development of 
methane and nitrous oxide mitigations, and their application once they are available. 

 
Farmers reinforced that deer are largely run on country that is not suited to cropping 
therefore exhortations to convert land to horticulture are impractical. Many farmers also 
observed that they had already fenced off gullies and riparian strips therefore wanted to 
ensure that this would be acknowledged in any future mechanism. 

 
Farmers asked when is the job done? Individually, a farmer could reduce their GHG 
emissions by 10%, in line with the government’s aim, but they would still face 90% of the 
GHG charge. 

Gases must be priced separately 
Feedback is unanimous that the gases must be priced separately, and that the price of 
agricultural emissions must be decoupled from the NZ ETS and carbon pricing. Many 
farmers have strong views on the reduction targets described in the document and urged 
the agriculture industry to focus on the warming impact of methane and not gross 
emissions. DINZ supports this view. DINZ has not supported the goal of a 10% reduction 
in methane by 2030. Farmers advocate for setting pricing at the level that recognises 
methane’s contribution to global warming via an appropriate and scientifically valid 
methodology. 

#1 Priority is to ensure business viability 
Feedback from farmers indicated that the top three priorities were assessed as: 

1. Ensures the sector remains profitable and internationally competitive 
2. Recognises on-farm actions that reduce emissions 
3. Clear and simple system, with low administration costs 

Stay out of the NZ ETS 
While not an endorsement of either of the two options, feedback from deer farmers was 
consistent on the need to avoid placing agriculture in the NZ ETS. 

 
While velvet producers read into the consultation document that velvet was not currently 
covered, they recognised the likelihood of it being covered at some point in the future, but 
more importantly the ever increasing carbon linked price would be to the detriment of 
venison producers and the sector as a whole. 
Deer farmers favour a simple on-farm system. 
If the purpose of the pricing mechanism is to motivate farmers to reduce emissions while 
maintaining production, the pricing mechanism has to operate at the farm level to allow 
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farmers to decide on what actions they can take and to be rewarded for reductions. 
 

Farmers observe that the time estimated for completion of farm records included in the 
consultation document is excessive. Many observed that they already gather that 
information for farm management, and data is already included in annual tax returns. 
Many farmers recommended that the IRD system be used for a simple annual return. 

 
Farmers acknowledge that the cost of the individual farm-level system will be greater but 
prefer the control the farm-level system would give them to be rewarded for their 
actions. 

 
The processor-level system is not favoured, unless it is simply to gather funds for R&D. 

• It provides no incentive to improve efficiency, it provides no reward for 
improvements. 

• Average pricing is decoupled from efficiency so may not result in reduced emissions. 
• It prices inefficient production at the same basis as efficient. 
• The cost of administration of the EMCs and SMCs was viewed with concern. 

 
A transition scheme, from processor levy to farm-level levy was accepted by some farmers 
if a simple farm-level system could not be established by 2025, but with clear time frame 
and steps to the transition. 

 
Deer farmers have mixed views on how to value non-NZ ETS sequestration. 
With sequestration being the only means of offsetting a GHG charge, those farms 
without recourse to sequestration have no option other than to destock with the 
consequent reduction in income. 

 
Farmers would like recognition of the sequestration that is occurring on their property. The 
point was strongly made that the exclusion of pre-2008 vegetation needed to be addressed, 
and that where pre-2008 sequestration could be verified, it should be recognised. 

 
Farmers are mindful of the unintended consequences of encouraging further afforestation 
of farmland through incentivising on-farm sequestration. NZ ETS compliant sequestration 
should not be included in an agriculture greenhouse gas scheme. Farmers are also 
mindful of the cost of paying for non-NZ ETS sequestration and are concerned this would 
reduce funds available to address the need for research into and application of 
greenhouse gas reduction technologies. 
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ANNEX 3: B+LNZ and DairyNZ multiple choice options 
for March engagement  
On-farm sequestration  
Like  

• Recognises on-farm vegetation not recognised by the NZ ETS (e.g., riparian, shelterbelts, 
scattered exotics)  

• The focus on native forestry, including the recognition of pre-1990 and pre-2008 native 
bush.  

• Recognises individual actions, and farmers will be rewarded for increasing carbon stored on-
farm.   

• Carbon sequestration from on-farm vegetation can be used to reduce the price faced on 
emissions.  

• Promotes and improves other environmental outcomes for biodiversity and freshwater.   
• NZ ETS eligible forest is not recognised. Do not want to incentivise exotic plantings on farm.  

Dislike  
• The 2008 baseline. Farmers should be able to claim earlier if they have supporting evidence.  
• The 2008 baseline. Baseline should be set at 1990 not 2008.   
• Soil carbon and pasture is not recognised.  
• NZ ETS eligible exotic forest is not recognised. There should be a one stop shop for all on-

farm forestry/vegetation.   
• The cost associated with establishing and managing on-farm vegetation, especially native 

plantings.   
• The cost and complexity of measurement/verification and compliance.   
• No recognition of other environmental outcomes for biodiversity and freshwater.  

 

Farm-level Levy  
Like  

• Recognition of individual actions at farm-level.  
• Incentivises on-farm action to reduce emissions.  
• Gives farmers control to manage their own emissions and price they face.   
• Levy is recycled back into Research and Development, incentivizing change on-farm, and on-

farm sequestration.  
• All members of the supply chain are treated the same.  

Dislike  
• Amount of office time and paperwork required.   
• High cost of running a farm-level scheme.  
• Complexity of collecting and reporting information.  
• Insufficient support for farmers to help with farm-level pricing by 2025.  
• Increased audits and compliance on-farm.  
• Layers of bureaucracy and administration.  
• Hard to design a calculator that balances complexity, accuracy, and usability.  

  

Processor-level Hybrid Levy 
Like  

• Less paperwork and simpler for the farmer.  
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• Farmers have the option for added complexity to get recognition for actions on-farm.  
• More accessible and approachable to farmers in 2025.  
• Less administration costs. More of the levy fund is recycled back into the sector.  

Dislike  
• Loses direct connection with efforts. Does not incentivise on-farm action.   
• Does not capture all farms, only farms with a direct processor relationship face a price.  
• Farmers have less control and recognition over managing their own emissions.   
• Large administrative burden for farmers to enter into an emissions/sequestration 

management contract.   
• Increased bureaucracy and complexity with management contracts.  
• May lead to unintended consequences, with farms trying to avoid price through processor 

relationship.   
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ANNEX 4: Groundswell form submission  
To whom it may concern, 

I support Groundswell NZ's alternative proposal for emissions to be part of an integrated Environmental Policy 
and Action Framework. 

The pricing options currently proposed for He Waka Eke Noa (HWEN) have shifted away from its founding 
principle, to incentivise uptake of new technology and management, towards a broad-based tax on farming. 

I do not support a punitive emissions pricing scheme that would see farmers paying up to $600 million per year 
for a negligible reduction in global emissions. 

I submit that the HWEN partnership reject all current emissions pricing options and advocate to the 
Government to support the Groundswell proposal to: 

1. Implement an integrated Environmental Policy and Action Framework (EPAF) to build on the 
momentum already started by farmers and growers to address environmental issues including 
emissions. 

2. Adopt a short-term research fund to develop credible alternatives for farmers and growers to reduce 
emissions. 

3. Develop a more comprehensive emissions scheme, when appropriate, to subsidise and incentivise 
uptake of new technology and management approaches as they become available. 

This proposal alone would achieve a majority of the expected HWEN emission reductions, at a fraction of the 
cost. 

By setting price signals on emissions without establishing credible and workable options to reduce emissions, 
HWEN would be forcing farmers and growers to reduce stocking rates and productivity. Since less carbon-
efficient foreign agriculture sectors would then fill the gap that New Zealand agriculture would leave, these 
price signals would lead to an increase in global emissions. 

HWEN should back farmers and growers with workable emissions reduction policies that: 

• Recognise that most farmers and growers are already taking the workable steps available to reduce 
emissions. 

• Incentivise or subsidise uptake of new technology and management approaches, rather than 
penalising production. 

• Research credible emissions reduction alternatives for farmers and growers to implement. 

• Focus on achieving environmental outcomes, rather than making rules. 

• Treat environmental regulation holistically and locally, rather than with inflexible nationwide policies 
made in silos. 

If farmers and growers don’t take the initiative, the government will continue to dictate to us. This is an 
opportunity for us to control our destiny while looking after the environment under a workable legislative 
framework, but it needs widespread support to be realised. Our vision must be for New Zealand farmers to 
continue to lead the world in caring for our environment. 

Kind regards, 

[Name] 

[Sector or ‘Supporter of the Rural Community’] 

[Region] 
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